As planned, it is devoted to the Resurrection. Our Lord in garments of pure white, carries the cruciform banner of victory.

At the left is the figure of Saint John the Evangelist, and at the right, Mary Magdalene.

Below are the symbolic Lilies.

1. Slightly less tilt to St. John's head.
2. Add a slight suggestion of the wounds in Our Lord's hands, and feet — and perhaps on His brow.
3. As to the colours — they appear in the cartoons to be rather on the pastel side. My preference runs towards intense coloring — the reds red, blues blue, etc. Quite similar to the intensity of the
colours of the Bunnham windows. However, since I am not an expert, I'll leave this to your judgment.

Do you wish us to furnish two ventilator frames that were taken out of other windows, or will the glass be installed in the frames already set in these windows?

Mr. Skinner replied -

"The colors will be much stronger and purer in the actual glass. The sketch on opaque material cannot represent the true values of the glass colors in transmitted light.

**********

* One of our craftsmen will visit your church before long to take careful measurements of the openings; and he can then study the matter of ventilators to best advantage.

Ralph to bring back the sketch.*

**

Ralph has this information.